
Desert Fly Casters Supports 
BARBLESS HOOKS
 CATCH & RELEASE

Ever y true fisherman understands that the joy of fishing lies in its myster y.

O F F I C I A L  D E S E R T  F L Y  C A S T E R S  N E W S L E T T E R

DECEMBER 2016

DECEMBER
Wednesday, 

December 14, 2016
Chit-Chat & Dinner: 6:00

Meeting/Guest Speaker: 7:00

  Elks Lodge
   1775 West Chandler Blvd.

Chandler, Arizona 85224

FORWARD CASTS

Come meet-up with us Trout Bums...6:00 Dinner... 7:00 Club Meeting,  
followed by your monthly program along with fun and raffle prizes!

May you feel the handle as the rod bows, the line
tightens and your net fills plentifully 

with new memories.
Best of Fly Fishing to all the Desert Fly Caster

Trout Bums and their friends for 2017.

Thank you- Best Wishes
DFC Board of Directors 

2016

DFC CLUB MEETING: DECEMBER 14, 2016
What's In Your Bag?

Part gear expo and part Q&A, this month we’re giving you an all-access look into the different equipment 
and flies used to pursue a variety of fish species in and around Arizona. You’ll also have the opportunity to 
question expert anglers on their knowledge of Stillwater trout, small stream trout, bass, pike/musky, carp, 

and saltwater fly fishing.

GUEST PANEL:  Joe Staller- Stillwater Trout  •  Mike Faulkinbury- Small Stream Trout
John Rohmer, Bass •  Vince Deadmond. Pike/Musky  •  Kristen Kile, Carp  •  Dave Weaver, Saltwater

Season's Greetings...
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To advance the sport of fly 
fishing in Arizona through 
education, conservation 
and community outreach 
efforts by: 
• Providing Education 
classes and clinics on fly 
fishing, fly casting, fly 
tying, rod  building and 
other associated skills

• Committing to conserve, 
restore, and enhance local 
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing 
approachable, enjoyable 
and safe in family friendly 
environment

• Promoting responsible 
angling practices

DFC MISSION STATEMENT

President's Drift                                                                                                 Gentry Smith  •  December  2016

Due to unseasonably warm temperatures statewide, productive fall fishing was ex-
tended until late November this year. I hope everyone was able to take advantage of 
the additional time and squeeze in one last mountain trout trip before the winter 
conditions settled in. 
   Now, as the temps begin to cool across the state and the access roads begin to close 
in the high country, it’s time to focus on our local waters for the upcoming winter 
months. Trout stockings are already underway at most of the valley’s urban fisher-
ies, as well as Tempe Town Lake and Lower Salt River Recreation Area. Addition-
ally, trout stockings are taking place at the Salt River lakes—Saguaro, Canyon and 
Apache. It’s also time for anglers to make day trips to Dead Horse Ranch State Park, 

located near Cottonwood, AZ, to ply its lagoons for seasonally planted rainbows. And—if you’re feeling 
adventures and/or just looking for variety—you may want to explore the many bass and carp opportunities 
available nearby.
   At this month's club meeting, we’ll have a special presentation titled, “What’s in Your Bag?” Part gear expo 
and part Q&A, it’ll provide an all-access look at the different equipment and flies used to pursue a variety 
of gamefish species in and around Arizona. Next, we’ll host DFC’s Second Annual Carp Tournament on 
December 10, 2016. Then we’ll wrap up the year with another RSCC casting meetup on December 17, 2016. 
Be sure to look for more information on these events throughout this newsletter. 
    As I write this, we’re wrapping up the club’s 2017 education and outing schedules, respectively, and they 
are once again jam packed. We promise to provide you many opportunities and encouragement to go fish-
ing in the new year. 
    Don’t forget… If you have a fish story to share, please submit your fish pictures, along with a brief de-
scription, to my email (design@gentrysmith.com) for inclusion in the club’s monthly fishing report.
Until next time, I hope everyone has a safe and happy holiday season! 
Cheers, 
Gentry Smith

Message from The Dick Brooks Carp Academy: 
You may be wondering why you are receiving this invitation to go 
Carp fishing. Quite frankly it snuck up on us and we didn’t get or-
ganized soon enough. To get the word out we are doing an email 
blast to the club members. This year's soiree will again be held 
at Crystal Gardens in Avondale. We will meet at the Village Inn in 
Avondale for breakfast at 7:00 AM. (Be on time!) Plan to be fishing 
by 8:00 AM, and we will reassemble after the fishing at the Native 
New Yorker in Avondale for lunch at 12:30 PM. Again awards for 
dubious achievements will be freely handed out. 
If you would like to join the fun please contact vince@ajbest.com 
PS: We are in need of Carp Rangers, volunteers with Carp experience to 
guide those with less experience into the wonderful world of Carp fly fishing.

by
Vince
Deadmond
Vince Deadmond, "The Fly Fish-
ing Hardware Guy", is co-owner of 
Best Hardware in Apache Junction, 
AZ.  He is an enthusiastic, caffeni-
ated, fly fisher in search of a really 
good cookie.  His fly fishing stories 
are published on the web, in local 
newspapers and magazines.  His 
stories tangle family, friends, and 
fly lines.

DFC’s Carpathon II  •  Saturday,  December 10, 2016



The long awaited Long Term Experimental and Management 
Plan (LTEMP) FEIS for the operation of Glen Canyon Dam has 
been released, and it is NOT especially friendly to our beloved 
Rainbow Trout Fishery.   The LTEMP will not take effect until 
it has been Issued with a “Record of Decision” (ROD) from the 
Secretary of the Interior.  That ROD is now being developed by 
the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) and the National Park Service 
(NPS).  It will likely be released before the inauguration.
     The Recreational Angling Representatives group of Fly Cast-
ers (John Jordan, John Hamill, Chris Budwig, and Joe Miller) 
representing Desert Fly Casters, Arizona Fly Casters, Northern 
Arizona Fly Casters, and all the Trout Unlimited Chapters and 
the Arizona Council of TU, as well as the International Fed-
eration of Fly Fishers, has generated a letter strongly asking 
that the ROD modify the contents of the FEIS to make it more 
rainbow friendly, by emphasizing Food Base Enhancement, by 
deferring testing of Trout Management Flows, by Not expand-
ing Fall High Flow Events, and by including the recently issued 
Arizona Game and Fish Management guidelines for Lees Ferry.  
That letter went to key officials and important elected represen-
tatives.  We are awaiting the results of those requests.
     We have also generated an “Opinion Editorial” Letter to the 
editors with assistance from TU staff, and have just submitted 
that to key newspapers in the region.  Look for it in the Repub-
lic and other newspapers shortly.  We hope it will help influence 
the ROD, and also help ease the actual implementation of the 
LTEMP, and also further research efforts on the Colorado below 
GCD.
    That Letter is included here for your advance information:

Lees Ferry Rainbow Trout are a Treasure – 
Not a Problem
By John Hamill and John Jordan

Why is the world-famous rainbow trout fishery at Lees Ferry 
being treated like a problem, rather than a valuable natural 
resource to be protected and enhanced for future generations of 
Arizonans? 
    For decades, Lees Ferry has been a magnet for anglers, who 
have flocked here from across the West to fish for trophy rain-
bow trout that thrive in the cold waters found below the Glen 
Canyon Dam. The 16-mile Lees Ferry stretch has been, and can 
continue to be, an important driver of the local outdoor recre-
ation economy, which supports not only fishing guides but also 
local motels, gas stations and eateries. 
   But, in recent years, the rainbow trout population has been in 
decline. Water releases from the dam are affecting the diver-
sity of insects in the river, the survival of young trout, and the 
growth and health of mature fish. 
   Currently, the Bureau of Reclamation and National Park 
Service, the agencies that oversee dam operations and Colorado 
River health, are completing the Long Term Experimental and 
Management Plan (LTEMP) for the Glen Canyon Dam which 
will guide dam operations for the next 15-20 years.  Unfor-
tunately, the LTEMP portrays the in Lees Ferry trout fishery 
primarily as a problem for native Colorado River aquatic species 
such as the humpback chub. 
    Let’s be clear: We absolutely support efforts to preserve these 
native fish in the Grand Canyon. But we also believe that the 
BOR and NPS are missing an opportunity to restore Lees Ferry’s 

once-spectacular rainbow fishery, which properly managed will 
not threaten humpback chub or other native species. 
    In fact, adult humpback chub populations in the Grand 
Canyon have nearly tripled since 2005, during a time when the 
rainbow population in Lees Ferry was at its highest and healthi-
est on record. The connection between rainbow populations and 
humpback chub decline is dubious at best. 
    Moreover, at present, the adult humpback chub population in 
the Grand Canyon greatly exceeds the recovery goal for the spe-
cies—2,200 adult fish—established by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Other native fish, such as bluehead and flannelmouth 
suckers, are doing equally well.
    Restoration goals for these natives and the struggling rain-
bows don’t have to be mutually exclusive. With a balanced 
approach, Arizona can sustain the rainbow population, as well 
as our iconic native species, while also meeting goals on sandbar 
formation, archeological protection, hydropower generation and 
other management objectives. 
    A coalition of concerned conservation groups, fishing guides 
and recreation businesses, joined by the Arizona Game and 
Fish Department, submitted detailed recommendations for 
the LTEMP focused on restoring the Blue Ribbon Lees Ferry 
rainbow fishery while also protecting native fish, including the 
humpback chub. A major problem is an impaired aquatic food 
base: In tailwater fisheries throughout the West, you’ll find a 
diverse array of insects that provide the food base for trout and 
native fish—mayflies and caddis flies. These important food 
sources, which are native to the Colorado River, are completely 
absent below Glen Canyon Dam.  BOR and NPS should pursue 
a more diverse aquatic food base by testing alternative flow 
releases in conjunction with reintroducing mayflies and caddis 
below Glen Canyon Dam.
    A second factor destabilizing the rainbow population is that 
certain releases from Glen Canyon Dam result in excessive 
numbers of juvenile trout that cannot be sustained by the avail-
able food in the river. Simply put, at times there are too many 
mouths competing for a limited food supply, which has resulted 
in several past population crashes. Glen Canyon releases should 
be managed to avoid excessive trout recruitment. 
    A major long-term problem not addressed in the LTEMP 
is the rising water temperature in Colorado River below Glen 
Canyon Dam, which poses a threat not only to rainbow trout 
but also to the native species farther downstream. Yet, unlike 
many dams, Glen Canyon Dam has no capability to modify 
release temperatures. The BOR should immediately implement a 
Temperature Control Device that has the capacity to release both 
cold and warm water from the dam as recommended by Glen 
Canyon Dam science advisors and reaffirmed by a 2008 expert 
panel review.
    By implementing science-based recommendations, we could 
begin to see a turnaround in the Lees Ferry rainbow trout popu-
lation and a return of this spectacular destination fishery. 
John Hamill is Arizona field representative for the Theodore 
Roosevelt Conservation Partnership. He lives in Flagstaff. John 
Jordan is conservation chair for Arizona Trout Unlimited. He 
lives in Scottsdale. 
For more information catch DFC Trout Bum & Conservation Chair 
Joe Miller at jam@prairietriz.com

   Desert Fly Casters Conservation Update • December 2016

Lees Ferry – Rainbow Trout are a Treasure – NOT a Problem
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Fly Fishing Tips
For Beginners
By Pearl O. Wisdum

Random Ramblings 
an' Stuff on Casting
Practice makes perfect 
and practicing fly casting 
is fun and also a great 
way to unwind after 
work, at least for me. 
Regular casting practice 
along with a willing-
ness to try different lines 
on the same rod have 
made me see that the line 
weight written on the 
rod is just someone else's 
opinion and that the only 
way to truly find the 
correct line weight for 
the rod (based on your 
own personal tastes) is 
to experiment...and ex-
perimenting is one of the 
best parts of our sport. 
It's like a big science 
project!.
Each person responds 
to different stimuli in 
different ways. When I 
was learning to become 
a casting instructor, the 
one thing which helped 
me the most was the 
book "The Cast" by Ed 
Jaworski and Lefty Kreh. 
I had tried Lefty's "Little 
Books" and tapes but still 
couldn't get it right. Then 
I read "The Cast" with its 
clear and unambiguous 
photos of each stage of 
a cast and what you are 
supposed to do to make 
it work. In the course of 
instructing others, one 
of the biggest mistakes 
beginners make is to 
bring the rod down below 
the 10:00 position before 
stopping the rod on the 
forward cast and not al-
lowing the forward cast 
to start straightening 
out, opening up the loop 
and driving the line to 
the water.

Monofilament vs Fluorocarbon
I have a few comments that came from a recent article in the LOOP (Newslet-
ter from the FFF) by Carl McNeil
"Mono" or Monofilament refers to a single extrusion of line that can be made 
from thermoplastics or nylon or Fluorocarbon.  In essence both materials are 
a monofilament.  There are a lot of misconceptions about the benefits or differ-
ences between "Mono" or nylon and fluorocarbon. 
Fluorocarbon aside for the moment, most modern monos are formulated from 
mixtures of complex thermoplastics and polymers, many are treated, annealed, 
coated and some even pre stretched to improve strength, abrasion resistance, 
UV resistance and overall performance- and, some are not.
     It’s my view that a lot of what we have come to believe about the properties of 
fluorocarbon is little more than “received wisdom” from the marketing depart-
ment. Many of the features of fluorocarbon are often over generously promoted 
as benefits. And much of it, in practical terms at least - is just plain wrong. Under 
load fluoro stretches virtually the same amount as nylon based materials. How-
ever Nylon has greater elasticity - that is, it tends to recover from that stretch 
when load is removed. Fluoro’ tends to stay elongated, and weakened as a result. 
Like nylon based materials, fluorocarbon lines can stretch as little as 20 percent 
before failure or as much as 30 percent.
    Fluorocarbon is denser than nylon, and denser material does a better job of 
transmitting energy. This is perhaps why some anglers say they get a better “feel” 
when using fluoro and perhaps where the “fluoro doesn’t stretch” misconcep-
tion comes from. Being more dense than water, it is correct that fluoro essen-
tially does not absorb water. While on paper it would seem that fluoro would 
then sink, this effect is negligible. The reality is that fluoro does not sink quickly 
enough or with sufficient force to be of much use to fly anglers. When cast out 
flat and relatively straight, fluorocarbon usually does not fully break the water’s 
surface tension. If pulled under by the weight of a fly, it will sink - very slowly, 
but not to have any appreciable effect on the sink rate of the fly. A fluoro leader 
does not “pull” a weighted fly down into the water column by any appreciable 
measure. Both nylon and fluorocarbon leaders will sink if they break the surface 
tension. Both can be treated with a floatant or a sinking agent such as a Fullers 
earth mixture to affect the desired result.
    While it is true that the refractive light index of fluoro is closer to that of water 
than nylon, hence it is virtually invisible to fish - this common misconception is 
one of the single biggest loads of garbage out there. In short, fish can see tippet, 
regardless of what material it is constructed from. There have been a number 
of scientific studies done on this. One such example is Jeff Thomson’s “Math-
ematical Theory of Fishing Line Visibility.   ”file:///C:/Users/doug/Downloads/
fluoro_present.pdf 
Carl McNeil a fisherman, a filmmaker and family-man from Albert Town, on 
the South Island, New Zealand. He’s a IFFF Master Certified Instructor and 
Sage Pro staffer
Bottom line: Save your money.    Nylon leaders and tippet will work well in 
most fishing situations.
Doug

by
Doug Bobb

Questions?
Catch me, Doug at:
dougbobb56@gmail.com

As per Santa... Raffle items make great stocking stuffers, and you can't argue 
with the big guy. The Raffle committee would like wish a, Merry Christmas, Hap-
py Hanukkah, Happy Festivus and safe travels to all this holiday season.
Thank you for supporting the raffle.
See you at the next DFC Club meeting
Frank  Schettino…The Raffle Guy
sketno1026@hotmail.com
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...From our Education Committee:

Beginner Fly Tying will start Jan. 10th and 12th at McQueen Park 
class room 6-9:00PM  Sign up at Dec. meeting
Intermediate Fly Tying will start Jan.25th 6-9:00PM at McQueen 
Park.  This year guest tyers will be invited to some of our sessions 
to give us a look at special flys and how to tie them.   Sign up at 
December meeting.
Thanks,

Doug Bobb • Education Chairman
Questions? Catch me at: dougbobb56@gmail.com
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Attention DFC Trout Bums: 
New MENTORING Partnership Program
…notes from our DFC Education Committee
We are starting a mentoring program to help new members 
develop their skills as fly fishermen.   Carl Rutherford and I 
will be working with "students" over the next few months to 
help them become proficient at the sport.  We are looking for 
other "mentors" and "students" to help us start this program.
Mentoring Defined is a developmental partnership through 
which one person shares knowledge, skills, information, and 
perspective to foster the personal and professional growth of 
someone else. In the fly-fishing world, it is more about build-
ing a long-term relationship between instructors and candi-
dates (who could also be instructors) for the mutual develop-
ment of   knowledge and the application of that knowledge. 
A key point here is mutual. The mentor and mentoree both 
deepen their individual knowledge and skill set along the 
journey.
Contact:
Carl Rutherford carlruthe@gmail.com
Doug Bobb dougbobb56@gmail.com
or sign up at our December club meeting
Thank you, Doug Bobb

Fishing report on 
Woods Canyon Lake.  
Friday my brother Jim and 
I fished from a boat which 
allowed a steady drift from 
one side of the lake to the 
other.  Beautiful day, light 
breeze.  The fish are at the 
bottom 21' and are very hun-
gry.  Some 14" fish and tiger 
trout were caught.  In all 60 
fish were in the boat by 11am.

THE resident bald eagle put on a show by diving down to pick 
up trout right in front of us.  The store is closed but gates are 
open.  Still a great time to fish.

Doug Bobb
dougbobb56@gmail.com

PYRAMID LAKE 
There has been some interest in a return trip to Pyramid Lake. Some people have caught their 
personal best trout at that lake. It is a 12 hour drive if you are fast, and a 2 1/2 hour plane trip. 
There are non stop flights from Phoenix to Reno. A small group 3-4 anglers could fly then rent a 
SUV and stay at Crosby’s Lodge for around $30 per person per night. If you had a camper or motor 
home you can park your rig for $35 per night. I did not spend much time in searching for the best 
deal, but it looks like you could fly for $300 to $400 round trip, an ultra cheap flight may come up. 
Renting a motor home or driving your SUV may be a good option also. 
     The Lodge is the only place to eat unless you drive (hour one way) back to Reno or Sparks. The 
cabins have cooking and we have made a grocery stop in Sparks before.
    I don’t have anything nailed down, but I am looking at March. Probably picking up a motor 
home on a Thursday and returning it on a Monday. If you fly you will probably want to make ar-
rangements for a driver to take a step ladder for you. These few scattered thoughts are designed 
to get the ball rolling. Anyone interested in catching 10 pound trout? This lake can be quite windy 
for pontoon boats, we brought them last trip, but they did not get much use. 

by
Vince
Deadmond
Vince Deadmond, 
"The Fly Fishing 
Hardware Guy", is 
co-owner of Best 
Hardware in Apache 
Junction, AZ.  He 
is an enthusiastic, 
caffeniated, fly 
fisher in search of a 
really good cookie.  
His fly fishing stories 
are published on 
the web, in local 
newspapers and 
magazines.  His 
stories tangle fam-
ily, friends, and fly 
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    Event highlights:
• Beginning casting instruction  •  Intermediate casting instruction 

• Tournament casting instruction  •  Two-handed / Spey casting instruction

Saturday, December 17, 2016 • 10:00 AM - 1:00 PM 
 Event Cost: This is a free event

Event Location:  McQueen Park Recreation Field (Located on the east side of McQueen Road, between Elliott and Guadalupe) 
Items to bring:

• Sunglasses/eyeglasses  •  Hat   •   Sunscreen   •   Drinking water  •   Fly rod/reel/line/leader
Event Host: Larry Allen, IFFF Master Casting Instructor   •  Contact Email: flatsman@cox.net

Please RSVP   to flatsman@cox.net and include “RSCC Fly Casting” in the subject line.

RIO SALADO CASTING CLUB MEETUP
 Meet-Up is at McQueen Park & Recreation Field

Looking to improve your fly casting skills?
Desert Fly Casters (www.DesertFlyCasters.com) is partnering with the Rio Salado 

Casting Club (RSCC) to host an ongoing series of free fly casting events at Gilbert’s 
McQueen Park. International Fly Fishing Federation (IFFF) Certified Fly Casting In-

structors will be on hand to work with casters of all skill levels—beginners, interme-
diate and advanced casters are all welcome to attend this informal casting meetup.

RSCC



Host:  Joe Staller
Email: joestaller@yahoo.com
Phone: (602) 568-9431
Camping: Raven Loop Group Site
There is no electricity or water at the individual sites, but the rest room 
has running water and hot showers. Camp sites are suitable for trailers 
or tents.
Price: $45 per vehicle 
This is for the weekend. 1 vehicle allowed per site—an additional vehicle 
will cost you $15/ night (excludes an RV towing a second vehicle) so plan 
accordingly.
Temperature: Average temperatures for February are high 64 and low 
35 – Snow and rain are possible, so be prepared!!
Elevation: 3300 ft
Services: Gift shop, restrooms, drinking water, a boat ramp, playground,  
trails and a campground with restrooms, picnic tables and grills
License: Arizona State Fishing License -  
Now available online: http://www.azgfd.gov/eservices/licenses.shtml
Fish Species: Stocked Rainbow Trout (seasonal), Bass, Sunfish and Cat-
fish.  If Fish and Game sticks to their published schedule, they should 
stock trout on Monday, February 20!
Rods: 4-6wt fly rod(s) should cover anything you are likely to encounter 
on this lake
Lines: Full-sinking (type II, intermediate), sink-tip (type II, intermedi-
ate) and floating fly lines
Equipment: Waders with insulation layer(s), watercraft (pontoon, float 
tube, canoe, kayak or small boat (no motors), polarized sunglasses, sun-
screen. Park rules require that a personal flotation device must be worn.
Note: There are several spots to fly fish from the banks along the lakes 
edge

Flies: Typical Arizona lake patterns for trout and sunfish (Pheasant Tails, 
Copper Johns, Prince Nymphs, Hares Ear, AZ Peacock Lady, Zug Bugs, 
Damsel Flies, Wooly Bugger, Simi Seal Leaches, Green Weenie, etc.).  Try 
Clouser minnows, baitfish patterns, crease flies, poppers, etc. for bass
There are three lagoons that hold fish.  Additionally. The Verde River is 
very close by.
Plan to arrive at the campground anytime after 2:00 pm on Friday.  Check-
out time is 2:00 on Sunday.
We are planning a group dinner for Saturday evening.  The meal will be 
a potluck, with the main entrée provided by the club.  We kindly request 
everyone to bring a side or desert to share with the group.
Other stuff to do – You probably won’t have time, but there are art galleries, 
wineries, museums, and restaurants in and around Cottonwood.

Dead Horse Ranch State Park  •  Friday, February 24 – Sunday, February 26, 2017

Desert Fly Casters

2017 DFC CLUB OUTING:

ANNUAL 
DFC BANQUET

Wednesday
February 8, 2017

...See special insert page with this newsletter 
for additional details.

Fine catch by DFC Trout Bum, Frank Schettino, the "Raffle Guy!"      

Hey Trout 
Bums...
Don't forget 
to send your 
netted photo 
catches to 
Gentry for 
the monthly 
club "Fishing 
Report!"      
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Annual Danish Casting Games 
and Fish Fry!!

Located on... McQueen Road between Guada-
lupe and Elliot. Look for us on the west side of 
the pond that's directly behind the community 
center. Use the McQueen Road entrance and 
parking lot.
Cost: Free
Eligibility: DFC, AFC & Project Healing Waters
Host: Doug Bobb • dougbobb56@gmail.com
Please, RSVP in advance and include "Danish 
Games" in the subject line. 

The Danish Casting Games is a longtime club favorite 
featuring a series of fly casting obstacle that are set 
up similar to a miniature golf course. Each game 
promises to challenge veteran fly casters, but is also a 
great teaching tool for new fly anglers. IFFF Certified 
Casting instructors will be available to help casters 
complete each game and explain how they relate to 
real-life fishing situations. Members are welcome to 
participate competitively or non-competitively-it's all 
about having a good time.

Event Highlights:
• Beginning, intermediate and advanced fly casters welcome

• Meet members from other fly fishing organizations
• Free fish fry lunch provided. Please bring a side to share if you are so inclined.

Items to bring:
• Sunglasses/eyeglasses  • Hat  • Sunscreen  • Drinking water

• Fly rod/reel/line/leader (loaner equipment available upon request)

Saturday January, 14, 2017  •  9:00 am to 1:00 p.m.
Gilbert's McQueen Park

  Last Call for shirts to be embroidered with DFC logo!!
Please bring your fishing shirts to have DFC logo embroidered on your shirts to the Dec.14 
DFC meeting. I will collect them and have them back at the Jan. meeting.This is the last 
change to get a the logo put on your shirts as the vender won't a few shirts at a time. If 
you can't make the meeting and want a logo put on a shirt , let me know and we can work 
something out. Also any questions let me know. Phone- 480-766-9170. 
E-mail- webfootking@aol.com.
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by
Carl
Rutherford

Questions?
Catch me, Carl at:
carlruthe@gmail.com

I will be suggesting many ideas to think about before you buy one. However, I will not tell you which one to buy 
or whether you even need to buy one.
• WHY?
Why should you buy a pontoon boat if you live in Arizona? The answer depends on what type of fishing you 
do, where you do it, how often and how comfortable you want to be. Fishing from shore is always an option, 
but it does limit your access to a lot of places to fish. If you have a float tube, it should be adequate to fish in 
lakes and slow deep rivers. If you often hike into areas to fish, the float tube usually is much easier to carry. But 
if you: get too cold fishing in your float tube, or you want to go down rivers that have shallow areas, want to 
carry more gear, you fish lakes that take a lot of time to get across, or you want to go through the surf at Rocky 
Point, maybe a pontoon boat should be considered. Generally, pontoons cost more then float tubes. Do you 
want to spend more money on fishing? Most people who have fished with both float tubes and pontoon 
boats prefer the pontoon boats. There are boats that are half way between float tubes and pontoon boats.
• WHAT TYPE?
What type of pontoon do you want? Where are you going to use your boat? Do you want a plain steel framed 
pontoon boat? These are fine for fresh water. Do you want a stainless steel or aluminum framed boat (better 
for salt water)? Or do you want a frameless one? These are usually lighter and easier to put together. Most 
of the pontoon boats sold in this area are not good in class 4 and 5 rapids. At least one manufacturer claims 
their boats are ’class V rapids rated’. Unless you are experienced in this area do not even think about taking 
your pontoon boat down a big rapid.
• BRANDS
There are many brands and each brand has several models. Classic Accessories is notable for the Colorado 
and Colorado XT, Outcast makes several types of boats. They make boats with aluminum frames and regular 
steel frames. They also make frameless boats. Some boats they sell under the name Fish Cat. Buck’s Bags 
makes boats with stainless steel frames and regular steel frames. Creek Company makes low cost steel frame 
pontoon boats. Dave Scadden Paddlesports makes quite a variety of pontoon boats.  His Fuzion boats are 
quite unique. There are many more boats than I have mentioned here, but these are the more common ones. 
• CUSTOMER SERVICE
You should find out how well the company stands behind their product. When my Creek Company pontoon 
boat frame broke at Rocky Point, Creek Company replaced the entire frame without quibbling. When a screw 
to my Classic Accessories boat seat became stripped, the company told me they did not have any replace-
ment screws to send out, but would send me a new seat with screws in it. 
• SIZE
One should consider what size they want their pontoon to be. Usually the longer the boat, the heavier it is. 
If you are going down rapids or into surf, you probably want a longer boat. How much gear do you want to 
carry? We have club members who like their 6-foot pontoons and others who would rather use a 9-foot boat. 
The 6-foot boats are harder to find. Are you going to put a motor on it? Not all pontoon boats will accept a 
motor. A 250 lb. man probably would want a different size boat than a 110 lb. woman. The 8ft. Outcast PAC 
800 suggests that you should not weigh more than 175lbs to use this boat.
• WEIGHT
How are you going to get your boat to the water and back?  You should consider the weight of your boat and 
how strong you are. Are you going to carry your boat on top of your car, in the bed of your truck, inside your 
car or some other way? Do you always fish with someone so they can help carry your boat to and from the 
water or put it on top of your car? Wheels on a pontoon boat are helpful in many situations. But there are just 
as many situations where they are no help. Many boats are only 40-50 lbs., which is easy to carry for most. 
Some of the frameless are even lighter. I sold my first boat because it was too heavy, even though it came with 
its own wheel. My 8 foot Buck’s Bag (stainless steel frame) and my 8 ft Creek Company are both about 45 lbs 
unloaded. The 9 foot Outcast (aluminum frame) is 57lbs. My 9 foot Colorado XT was 68 lbs. Outcast has a n 8 
ft frameless boat that weighs 35 lbs. Dave Scadden has frameless boats that weigh 38, 28 and 10 lbs (yes, that 
is correct!) The type and size of the frame has a lot to do with the weight. 

Thoughts about buying a pontoon boat...
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• COMFORT
Comfort is a personal thing. Some people don’t care and some people are lot more fussy. Some boats come with padded and adjustable seats. If 
you are going to spend all day in your boat fishing, I would certainly try to ‘test drive’ a boat before buying it to see how it feels.
• COST
How much do they cost? Without considering used boats or sales, pontoons start about $300. But that is for an entry-level boat. Boats with stain-
less steel/aluminum frames or frameless cost more.  A Colorado XT by Classic Accessories with a powder coated steel frame costs about $600. A 
stainless steel framed Buck’s Bag lists for about $900 but can be found for less occasionally.  A 9ft. aluminum framed Outcast will list over $1400. 
An Outcast frameless costs $1000. I have purchased 3 pontoon boats so far and have used sales, Amazon.com, Craig’s List, etc. to pay much less 
than list price. I sold my first pontoon boat on Craig’s List. 
• ACCESSORIES
Accessories for your boat are important too. 
 • Oars
Some cheaper boats come with short oars and/or have poor oarlocks. If you often need to row against the wind/current or have to row a long way, 
it might be too exhausting. Longer, 7ft. oars are often very helpful in the wind or fighting the current. Bad oarlocks can make rowing more difficult 
regardless of the length of the oars.
 • Rod Holders
Rod holders are a must in many fishing locales. When coming into shore through the surf at Rocky Point, you should not be holding onto your rod. 
We also often fish with two rods with different lines, so we need a safe place to store the other rod while fishing. I have made cheap rod holders 
out of PVC for my Creek Company boat (a DFC member showed me how). Scotty makes rod holders than clamp right to your frame. They also make 
a rod holder that straps to your pontoon. Beware of how you attach this to the pontoon since one of our DFC members lost their rod and reel and 
holder off their boat.
 • Oar keepers
Oar keepers are handy but not required. On many boats you can ship your oars inside of your rod holders or in back of your seat.
 • Motor Mount
If you are going to put a motor on your boat, make sure the boat is built for one and double-check with someone who has used the boat with the 
motor on it.
 • Anchor System
Will you need an anchor? If so, can you buy one that fits your boat or you can try to jury-rig your boat. I made my own for my Creek Company boat 
but bought one that Buck’s Bag had for their boats. Scotty makes some nice pontoon boat anchor systems.
 • Storage systems
How is the storage space on your boat? If you don’t have enough, Outcast makes 2 seat vests that fit over most boats seats that provide extra stor-
age space and even have cup holders. Buck’s Bags sells an enhanced pocket to replace their standard pocket. The Colorado XT has a tremendous 
amount of storage space and two of the large pockets can easily be detached and carried. 
The space behind the seat usually has a platform on most pontoon boats. Some companies sell storage systems for their own platforms. I have 
found that purchasing some cheap plastic milk bottle crates and attaching them with bungee cords to the frame works fine. I use bungee cords to 
retain anything I put in the crate. One caution for using the seat vest or storage platform; some boats are either not made well or not put together 
well. I often see the back of these boat low in the water. The gear in the back is partially in the water.  A dry bag is a good idea in rough water.
 • Air Pump
An air pump is a necessity. A high volume hand pump is a requirement. I often take it with me in the boat. An electric pump is an option. I recently 
fell in love with a 12 volt car battery powered high volume pump. It inflates a pontoon in about 30 seconds. I had a rechargeable/D battery Cole-
man inflator but it took a lot longer and the batteries ran down quickly. I find that I can get a more full pontoon by using my hand pump right 
before launching.
Storing your boat is a consideration. Some people keep them inflated and hang them in their garage. Others deflate them and put them in 
duffle bags intact (if their boats are small). A third group takes their boats apart, deflates the pontoon and stores them in large bags. It depends 
on the amount of storage you have at home, the size of your pontoon boat and the tolerance level of your spouse.  Some boats are easier to put 
together than others. Frameless seem the easiest.
• • Where To Buy
Buying options include: Boat Manufacturers, Cabela’s, Sportsman’s Warehouse, Bass Pro, Orvis, Amazon, Walmart, Craig’s List, etc.
As you see, there are a lot of things to think about when considering purchasing a pontoon boat for fishing. But I would like to emphasize that 
you belong to a fly fishing club with members who have had a lot of experiences with their pontoon boats.  Most of our members are more than 
willing to help someone pick the boat right for their needs. Ask people who have boats what they like and dislike about their boats. These same 
people might let you take their boat on a local lake. A “Duck” allowed me to use his Buck’s Bag at Rocky Point, before I purchased one. I know I 
have left out a lot of information, but at least this is a start. Hopefully you won’t have to buy 3 pontoon boats before you are satisfied. Have fun.



DFC Carpathon 2  •   Saturday, December 10, 2016 

Rio Salado Casting Club Meet-Up • Saturday, December 17, 2016 • McQueen Park

Danish Casting Games & Fish Fry •  Saturday, January 14, 2017  •  Gilbert McQueen Park

DFC ANNUAL BANQUET • Wednesday, February 8, 2017  •  Mesa Community Room

Dead Horse Ranch State Park  •  Friday, February 24 – Sunday, February 26, 2017
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See ya Wednesday...

December 14, 2016

DATES TO KEEP IN MIND...2016-17



DFC ANNUAL BANQUET
Wednesday • February 8, 2017

Mark your calendars...
Save this date!!

WE'VE GOT 

A NEW

BANQUET 

LOCATION!!
Mesa Community Room

640 N. Mesa Drive
Mesa, AZ 85201

Additional information will be discussed at our December 8th monthly club meeting.

Early donations are always
appreciated. Let us hear
from you. We could use your help...
Catch us: 
Joe Staller at- joestaller@yahoo.com
Bob Loughrige at- rbloughrige@gmail.com
Gentry Smith at- design@gentrysmith.com


